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At a secret arms-design contest in Stalin’s Soviet Union, army technicians submitted a stubby rifle with a
curved magazine. Dubbed the AK-47, it was selected as the Eastern Bloc’s standard arm. Scoffed at in the
Pentagon as crude and unimpressive, it was in fact a breakthrough—a compact automatic that could be
mastered by almost anyone, last decades in the field, and would rarely jam. Manufactured by tens of millions
in planned economies, it became first an instrument of repression and then the most lethal weapon of the
Cold War. Soon it was in the hands of terrorists.

In a searing examination of modern conflict and official folly, C. J. Chivers mixes meticulous historical
research, investigative reporting, and battlefield reportage to illuminate the origins of the world’s most
abundant firearm and the consequences of its spread. The result, a tour de force of history and storytelling,
sweeps through the miniaturization and distribution of automatic firepower, and puts an iconic object in
fuller context than ever before.

The Gun dismantles myths as it moves from the naïve optimism of the Industrial Revolution through the
treacherous milieu of the Soviet Union to the inside records of the Taliban. Chivers tells of the 19th-century
inventor in Indianapolis who designs a Civil War killing machine, insisting that more-efficient slaughter will
save lives. A German attaché who observes British machine guns killing Islamic warriors along the Nile
advises his government to amass the weapons that would later flatten British ranks in World War I. In
communist Hungary, a locksmith acquires an AK-47 to help wrest his country from the Kremlin’s yoke,
beginning a journey to the gallows. The Pentagon suppresses the results of firing tests on severed human
heads that might have prevented faulty rifles from being rushed to G.I.s in Vietnam. In Africa, a millennial
madman arms abducted children and turns them on their neighbors, setting his country ablaze. Neither pro-
gun nor anti-gun, The Gun builds to a terrifying sequence, in which a young man who confronts a trio of
assassins is shattered by 23 bullets at close range. The man survives to ask questions that Chivers examines
with rigor and flair.

Throughout, The Gun animates unforgettable characters—inventors, salesmen, heroes, megalomaniacs,
racists, dictators, gunrunners, terrorists, child soldiers, government careerists, and fools. Drawing from years
of research, interviews, and from declassified records revealed for the first time, he presents a richly human
account of an evolution in the very experience of war.
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From reader reviews:

Brian Lowe:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you may have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try thing that really opposite from
that. 1 activity that make you not sense tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you have been
ride on and with addition of knowledge. Even you love The Gun, you could enjoy both. It is fine
combination right, you still want to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh occur its mind hangout
fellas. What? Still don't have it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Charles Lemaster:

Can you one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt when you find yourself in the book store?
Attempt to pick one book that you find out the inside because don't judge book by its include may doesn't
work here is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not since fantastic as in the
outside look likes. Maybe you answer can be The Gun why because the excellent cover that make you
consider concerning the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is fantastic as the outside
as well as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly assist you to pick up this book.

Brian Rankins:

The book untitled The Gun contain a lot of information on the idea. The writer explains her idea with easy
technique. The language is very simple to implement all the people, so do certainly not worry, you can easy
to read the idea. The book was published by famous author. The author brings you in the new time of literary
works. It is possible to read this book because you can continue reading your smart phone, or program, so
you can read the book throughout anywhere and anytime. In a situation you wish to purchase the e-book, you
can wide open their official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice study.

Jerold Niemi:

As we know that book is essential thing to add our know-how for everything. By a reserve we can know
everything we would like. A book is a range of written, printed, illustrated as well as blank sheet. Every year
was exactly added. This e-book The Gun was filled in relation to science. Spend your time to add your
knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has several feel when they reading a new book.
If you know how big advantage of a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a publication. In the modern era
like right now, many ways to get book that you wanted.
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